
OWNER OF THE MONTH AWARD

All SAROA members should be aware that we make

an award each month for Owner of the Month. More

details on the award are listed below but we take this

opportunity to thank again the Francis Group of

Hotels and Pizza Hut for their ongoing great support. 

We have perhaps been remiss in not informing our

members that winners of the Owner of the Month

award in turn become eligible for Owner of the Year,

which is awarded at our AGM in September. The

Francis Group have come on board again and each

year have supplied a bottle of Penfold’s famous

Grange to the lucky owner involved. With the

monthly award being worth over $120 and bottle of

Grange clocking out at upwards of $700 retail, the

award is definitely worth winning. The Owner of the

Year is decided by voting which takes place amongst

members who attend the SAROA AGM.

So why, we ask, are our members seemingly so

reluctant to nominate for Owner of the Month, gosh

we must be a modest lot. Maybe we should title the

award SAROA Horse of the Month but frankly we

feel that as the human is our member and many

horses are owned by a combination of members

and non-members, it is more appropriate to title the

award Owner of the Month. I can vouch for the fact

that no horses have nominated for the award and in

any case they would not be eligible.

I guess there may be some reticence to nominate

with the thought that one might be seen to be

bragging. Come on guys for heaven’s sake – if you

don’t know how hard it is to own a winner, you can’t

have been in the game long. My advice is to

unabashedly celebrate your success in every

possible way you can – the next one could be a long

time coming. If someone else out there seriously

thinks you are big noting yourself, they are really not

a true member of the race horse owner’s fraternity

(aka the school of hard knocks).

We should also point out that we are more interested

in the stories that lie behind your horse’s success

than we are in the loftiness of that success. By that

we mean that a lowly Penong maiden winner with a

good story has an equal chance of impressing our

committee and gaining the award as does a

metropolitan handicap winner. 

So don’t hold back – if you are a member of SAROA,

get that nomination into us by the 10th of the

following month (more details below) and put

yourself in the running for a truly great prize.

THE PAT GLENNON 

(OWNER AND TRAINERS) BAR

Apparently there is still some confusion about

access to the Pat Glennon bar – we have discussed

this issue in depth with the SAJC and hope we can

clarify further.

The Pat Glennon Bar is situated on the first floor of

the grandstand at the northern end. As such it

overlooks the mounting yard and the facility is

provided for owner’s and trainer’s to view race

replays of the previous Adelaide race in comfort and

as an area away from the general race day crowds.

Access to the bar is available to all SAROA members

regardless of whether they have a horse racing on

the day or not (restrictions may apply on major race

days in order to meet health and safety as well

licensing requirements). Drink prices at the bar are

the cheapest on course and the area is usually not

crowded and is relatively quiet. 

The SAJC feel at this stage that the area is

underutilised on most race days and would like to

see more use made of it by all owners and

particularly by SAROA members. We would

therefore encourage our members to seek out the

bar and make use of the added facility that it offers.

MOUNTING YARD PASSES

The mounting yard pass, available from the

Secretary’s office adjacent to the main gates, allows

owners access to Mounting Yard for their race to

meet with the jockey and trainer before and after the

race is run. This is an integral part of the racing

experience for each owner.

A further benefit provided by the SAJC to all owners

on days when their horse is racing is the provision of

a complementary drink in any of the bars on course

with the production of the mounting yard pass. So

there is added incentive to grab your mounting yard

pass on days when your horse is running.

SAROA is keen to encourage all owners to fully

embrace the race day experience – again having a

horse of suitable quality to race at headquarters in

Adelaide is no mean feat. So utilise the Pat Glennon

Bar, use your mounting yard pass and if you are

lucky enough to own that elusive winner, nominate

for Owner of the Month.
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– we eventually decided that the award for March

should go to Sam Scaffidi-Muta for Gamblin Guru.

Gamblin Guru was bred by Harry Perks and is by

glamour one time shuttle stallion New Approach

from a Fusaichi Pegasus mare Glory Guru who was

unraced. Gamblin Guru’s grand dam Proud Halo

had left 2 stakes winners Gallant Guru and Gold

Guru who together won 10 black type races. Gold

Guru needs little introduction having won an

Australian Derby and an Australian Guineas and the

Ranvet stakes (all Group 1s) and stakes of more than

$2.4 million. Gallant Guru’s best win was the

Sandown Classic (Group2) in addition he has sired

two stakes winners in New Zealand. Proud Halo also

left Gazza Guru a multiple country cups winner.

Gamblin Guru started his career with a 2 year old win

at Morphettville over 1100 m but as an early three

year old he failed to show the same turn of foot

however he  started to show promise over longer

distances with a placing in the listed Hill Smith

Stakes over 1800 m before winning the traditional 

Victoria Derby lead up race, the listed Geelong

Classic. After the Classic win, he had a short spell

before returning for a promising second over 1200 m

at Morphettville. 

Gamblin Guru had previously demonstrated some

unruly habits and these came to the fore at his next

start when he jumped awkwardly and then pulled

very hard giving Clare Lindop a really difficult ride

before clipping heels and falling. He seemed to

overcome this unruliness at his next start running a

close second over 1600 metres and then winning the

Listed Port Adelaide Guineas over 1800 m and the

Group 3 Chairman’s Stakes over 2000 metres. 

Gamblin Guru finished his Adelaide carnival

campaign with a close fourth in the SA Derby. With

stakes winnings of just under $300,000, it would

seem that Gamblin Guru should deliver more results

for his owners in the future.

Good luck and good racing

Richard Stafford, SAROA secretary
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Gamblin’ Guru. Photo courtesy Atkins Photography.

OWNER OF THE MONTH

Owner of the month nominations can be made by

email or letter or even by a phone call to me;

nominations should be received by 10th day of the

following month. Nominations can come from the

owner or a friend, acquaintance or family member

but the nominee must be a SAROA member. We

also prefer that the application is combined with a

good story about the horse involved, as this award is

just as applicable to lowly maiden winners as it is to

winners of feature races.

Our committee review all nominations then select the

monthly winner, who will receive a $100 voucher,

kindly donated by SAROA members Jenny and

Wayne Francis to be used at any of the Francis

group of hotels – namely the Elephant and

Castle,The Port Noarlunga, the OG or the German

Arms hotels, plus a Pizza Hut ‘double pizza’ voucher

with the compliments of SAROA committee member

Bill Lianos.

This month our committee reviewed several top quality

performances by horses owned by SAROA members


